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l modification-assisted cancer
immunotherapy for effective breast cancer
treatment†
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Post translational modifications (PTM) such as phosphorylation are often correlated with tumorigenesis and

malignancy in breast cancer. Herein, we report a PTM-assisted strategy as a simplified version of

a personalized cancer vaccine for enhanced cancer immunotherapy. Titanium modified dendritic

mesoporous silica nanoparticles (TiDMSN) are applied to assist the specific enrichment of

phosphorylated tumor antigens released upon immunogenic cell death. This strategy significantly

improved the tumor inhibition efficacy in a bilateral breast cancer model and the expansion of both

CD8+ and CD4+ T cells in the distant tumor site. The nanotechnology based PTM-assisted strategy

provides a simple and generalizable methodology for effective personalized cancer immunotherapy.
Introduction

Immunotherapy has revolutionized cancer treatment, utilizing
the body's natural defense system to eradicate tumors with
minimal side effects.1 One example of cancer immunotherapy is
the discovery of immune checkpoint blockades (ICBs) that help
the immune system to recognize and attack tumor cells.2

Nevertheless, checkpoint blockade immunotherapy exhibits
a low response rate in poorly immunogenic tumor types such as
breast cancer.2,3 Personalized cancer immunotherapy holds
great promise in enhancing the immunogenicity by identifying
immunogenic antigens from individual patients and engi-
neering a custom-made vaccine.4,5 Despite its advantage of
tumor specicity, this strategy is time consuming and expen-
sive.6 Another strategy to improve the immunogenicity is
introducing immunogenic cell death (ICD) of cancer cells.7 The
ICD strategy uses chemo-drugs or radiation to trigger the in situ
generated tumor antigens (TAs) and danger associated molec-
ular patterns (DAMPs) which can attract more immune cells to
the tumor site. TAs are subsequently processed by antigen
presenting cells (APCs) to provoke systemic antitumor immu-
nity. However, TAs are “hidden” in a large pool of self-proteins
released during cell death and difficult to process effectively,
posing a limitation for ICD translation.7
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To improve the effectiveness of the ICD strategy, nano-
particles have been employed to either amplify the ICD signals,8

or to enrich TAs for effective delivery to immune cells.7,9,10

Amplication of ICD using nanoparticles resulted in enhanced
exposure of DAMPs.8 However, the effective delivery of antigens
released by ICD would further improve the efficacy of immu-
notherapy. Previously, poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid),10 iron oxide,9

and upconversion nanoparticles,11 have been used for capturing
TAs including DAMPs (collectively called TA hereaer) released
from the ICD treatment to induce effective antitumor immu-
nity. Nevertheless, the aforementioned nonporous nano-
particles with a low surface area exhibited limited enrichment
performance and selectivity towards TAs.12 Importantly, post
translational modications (PTM) such as phosphorylation are
closely related to cancer progression.13 Of note is that breast
cancer is reported to have elevated levels of phosphorylation
which contribute to malignant phenotypes and tumorigen-
esis.14,15 Besides, the phosphorylation of eukaryotic initiation
factor 2 (eIF2) alpha is accompanied by the endoplasmic retic-
ulum stress response during the ICD induction process.16,17

Moreover, DAMPs also can go through post translational alter-
nations including phosphorylation18 (e.g. heat shock proteins
HSP 90 and HSP 70).19,20 However, less attention has been paid
in using these unique molecular features of cancer in the choice
of nanoparticles for TA enrichment for cancer immunotherapy.
Numerous nanomaterials especially nanoporous materials with
tunable surface chemistry have been reported for selective
phosphoprotein enrichment in proteomic studies,21,22 such as
titanium modied dendritic mesoporous silica nanoparticles
(TiDMSN) with high specicity for the enrichment of phos-
phoproteins.21 Nevertheless, such nanomaterials are rarely
applied in cancer immunotherapy for the enrichment of
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 10421–10430 | 10421
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Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the phosphorylated TA enrichment for effective cancer immunotherapy. PTM-assisted cancer immunotherapy
using TiDMSN to enrich p-TAs released after ICD to improve antigen specific anti-tumor immunity.
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phosphorylated tumor antigens (p-TAs) to elicit a robust
antigen specic immune response.

Herein, we report the application of TiDMSN for in situ
phosphoprotein enrichment in combination with ICD and ICB
(PD-L1 antibody) immunotherapy for breast cancer treatment
(Fig. 1). TiDMSN with large mesopores, a high surface area and
phosphoprotein enriching capability21 are used to assist selec-
tive enrichment of p-TAs released upon doxorubicin (Dox)
induced ICD. This strategy leads to dendritic cell (DC) matu-
ration and T cell activation for realizing systemic antitumor
immunity. In combination with ICB, this strategy has shown
excellent anticancer performance in the inhibition of both
treated primary and untreated distant tumors due to enhanced
cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) activation and inltration into
distant tumor sites. Our PTM-assisted design provides
a simplied yet powerful strategy for enhanced cancer immu-
notherapy with cost-effectiveness and timely availability.
Results and discussion

TiDMSN were prepared using a reported method with some
modications.21 Briey, DMSN were prepared rst23 and then
a thin polydopamine (PDA) coating (named PDA–DMSN) was
applied. PDA24 was chosen for its biocompatibility and
chelating ability with metal ions. Finally, titaniummodication
was performed by treating PDA–DMSN with titanium tetra-
chloride to obtain the nal TiDMSN product. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
images of TiDMSN are shown in Fig. 2. Monodispersed
10422 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 10421–10430
nanoparticles with an average diameter of �280 nm can be
observed from Fig. 2a and b, where the existence of central-
radial dendritic large pores can also be seen clearly.
Compared to the TEM image of DMSN (Fig. S1†), the structure
of TiDMSN is similar, indicating that the large-pore dendritic
nanostructure shows little change during the synthesis process.

Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mapping results are
shown in Fig. 2c, where the homogeneous distribution of silica,
oxygen and titanium can be observed. The weight percentage of the
PDA coating and Ti modication was calculated from thermogra-
vimetric analysis (TGA), which was measured to be 18% and 4%,
respectively (Fig. S2†). Furthermore, the thickness of the PDA
coating was characterized by TEM (Fig. S3†) and found to be 1.9 nm
in thickness. The titanium content of TiDMSN was measured to be
10.6 mg mg�1 by inductively coupled plasma optical emission
spectrometry (ICP-OES) as shown in Table S1.† The successful PDA
and Ti modications on the nanoparticle surface were conrmed
by attenuated total reection-Fourier-transform infrared spectros-
copy (ATR-FTIR, Fig. S4†) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS, Fig. S5†). As shown in Fig. S4,† characteristic peaks of the
surface hydroxyl groups (–OH) and amine groups (–NH) can be
observed in the spectra of PDA–DMSN and TiDMSN at 975 and
1636 cm�1, respectively. From XPS analysis of PDA–DMSN and
TiDMSN, Ti 2p, N 1s, C 1s, Si 1s and Si 2p peaks at 458, 400, 286.2,
154.1, and 102.7 eV can be seen, further conrming the successful
modication of titanium and polydopamine on the nanoparticles.

The N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms and pore size
distribution curves of TiDMSN and DMSN are shown in Fig. S6.†
The detailed information obtained from the gas sorption
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 2 Characterization and antigen enrichment efficiency of nanoparticles. SEM image (a), TEM image (b), dark-field scanning TEM, EDS
elemental mapping images of TiDMSN (c). Size distribution of TiDMSN and DMSN in PBS (d) and media with serum (e), zeta potential of TiDMSN
and DMSN before and after antigen enrichment (f). Number of TAs and p-TAs enriched by different nanoparticle formulations (g and h).
Quantification of proteins enriched by different nanoparticle formulations (i).

Edge Article Chemical Science
analysis is given in Table S1.† The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller
(BET) surface area and the total pore volume of TiDMSN are
249.7 m2 g�1 and 1.0 cm3 g�1, respectively, both lower than
those of DMSN (400.2 m2 g�1 and 1.37 cm3 g�1) due to the two-
step modication process. However, the pore sizes are almost
the same around 34 nm for TiDMSN and DMSN. The zeta
potential of different nanoparticle formulations was measured
(Fig. S7†), all showing negatively charged surfaces at pH 7. The
isoelectric points of silica and PDA are �2 and 4,25,26
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
respectively, hence DMSN and PDA–DMSN exhibited negative
zeta potential. Aer Ti modication, the zeta potential of
TiDMSN slightly increased, mainly due to the positively charged
Ti4+ chelation. However, the abundant catechol groups on PDA
resulted in an overall negative charge at neutral pH.

Dynamic light scattering analysis (DLS) was used to deter-
mine the size distributions of nanoparticles in PBS and Dul-
becco's modied Eaglemedium supplemented with fetal bovine
serum (DMEM + FBS). As shown in Fig. 2d, TiDMSN and DMSN
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 10421–10430 | 10423
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show relatively narrow particle size distributions around
290 nm in PBS, slightly larger than the size determined from
SEM/TEM observations. In DMEM + FBS (Fig. 2e), the particle
size distributions of TiDMSN and DMSN are �300 nm and
�460 nm with PDI values of 0.3 and 0.45 respectively. DMSN
exhibited a relatively larger and broader size distribution
compared to that of TiDMSN in DMEM + FBS, possibly due to
a higher level of non-specic binding of negatively charged
serum proteins on DMSN than TiDMSN which resulted in
subsequent aggregation of nanoparticles.27

The above results are supported by the TGA and surface
charge characterization (Fig. S7 and S8†). TiDMSN and DMSN
incubated in DMEM + FBS showed an increased weight loss by
9% and 22%, respectively. Despite the overall negative charge of
the serum proteins, random adsorption of serum proteins on
negatively charged nanoparticles due to weak electrostatic pull
initiated by the multiple positive sites28 of serum proteins has
been reported previously.29,30 The zeta potential of DMSN is less
negative than that of TiDMSN due to the extensive availability of
hydroxyl groups on both silica and polydopamine,31,32 leading to
less repulsion with negatively charged serum proteins, more
aggregation of nanoparticles, and possibly more non-specic
protein adsorption in comparison with TiDMSN.

To evaluate the TA and p-TA enrichment performance of
TiDMSN aer the induction of ICD, 4T1 breast cancer cell lines
were treated with Dox, then the tumor lysates were collected for
subsequent enrichment studies. The ICD of the cancer cells was
conrmed by measuring the expression of calreticulin (CRT)
aer treating the cancer cells with Dox.8 As shown in Fig. S9,†
the mean uorescence intensity (MFI) of CRT in the sample
treated with Dox was signicantly higher compared to the PBS
control group, indicating the successful induction of ICD. The
change in zeta potential before and aer antigen enrichment
was compared as shown in Fig. 2f to gain information on
protein enrichment on the nanoparticle surface. The use of
antigen enriched nanoparticles was denoted by “-A” at the end
of the nanoparticle name. For example, antigen enriched
TiDMSN are denoted as TiDMSN-A. The zeta potential of both
TiDMSN and DMSN increased aer antigen enrichment;
however, the difference in zeta potential between DMSN and
DMSN-A is large compared to that of TiDMSN, indicating
a higher level of non-specic adsorption of proteins in DMSN
with a larger surface area and higher pore volume than those of
TiDMSN.

The number of TAs and p-TAs enriched by TiDMSN and
DMSN is summarized in Fig. 2g and h, Tables S2 and S3.† 96
TAs were detected in TiDMSN, of which 49 were phosphory-
lated. In comparison, only 36 TAs and 13 p-TAs were identied
to be enriched by DMSN, while 21 TAs and 4 p-TAs were
detected in the sample without any enrichment. Interestingly,
out of the 96 TAs and 49 p-TAs enriched by TiDMSN, 68 and 40
were not identied in other control groups. The pTAs enriched
by TiDMSN include both DAMPs and tumor associated anti-
gens, various RAS33,34 and RAB35 oncogene proteins, heat shock
proteins (HSP 90, HSP 70, and HSP 105),19,20 the HMG box
transcription factor36 and the Rho family of proteins, to name
a few.37 These proteins are reported to be over expressed in
10424 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 10421–10430
breast cancer, which can act as immunogens for the activation
of the immune system. Overall, TiDMSN showed high efficiency
in enrichment of p-TAs released upon ICD.

The relative abundance of various TAs and p-TAs was char-
acterized to gain an insight into the relative amounts of anti-
gens enriched by TiDMSN and DMSN. As illustrated in
Fig. S10,† the relative abundance of p-TAs enriched by TiDMSN
is also high compared to DMSN. Moreover, the relative abun-
dance of p-TAs enriched by TiDMSN is higher than that of TAs.
Hence, TiDMSN can specically enrich more number as well as
amount of p-TAs than DMSN. The most abundant TA and p-TA
in the TiDMSN sample were histone 2A and anoctamin,
respectively. Histone 2A is an overexpressed tumor associated
antigen in breast cancer and responsible for the cell prolifera-
tion of breast cancer cells.38 These antigens can promote an
inammatory immune response as well as affect the immuno-
genicity of cancer cells.39 Anoctamin is another type of tumor
antigen over expressed in breast cancer and related to poor
prognosis of patients.40,41

To highlight the advantage of surface modication in
specic binding, the total amount of proteins and the number
of self-proteins enriched by each nanoparticle formulation were
also quantied (Fig. 2i and Table S4†). As expected, the total
amount of proteins enriched by DMSN (�182.5 mg mg�1) is
higher than that of TiDMSN (�84 mg mg�1) due to the non-
specic adsorption of proteins owing to the high surface area
and pore volume in DMSN. The inuence of nanoparticle
concentration on the overall protein adsorption capacity was
also tested (Fig. S11†). DMSN exhibited a higher protein
adsorption capacity at all three nanoparticle concentrations
compared to TiDMSN. With increased nanoparticle concentra-
tion, the protein adsorption capacity decreased, consistent with
the literature reports.42 Hence, a low nanoparticle concentration
is benecial for enhanced antigen enrichment. Furthermore,
the number of self-proteins enriched by DMSN is also higher
than that of TiDMSN due to the high adsorption capacity of
DMSN. The number of self-proteins enriched by TiDMSN and
DMSN is �632 and �944, respectively. The above results
demonstrate the importance of using TiDMSN to specically
enrich phosphorylated proteins and to reduce non-specic
binding.

We further analyzed the possible inammatory pathways
activated by the TAs and p-TAs enriched by TiDMSN and DMSN
using a bioinformatics tool, Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA).
The most possible pathways in TiDMSN compared to the DMSN
group included dendritic cell maturation, IL-8 signaling, IL-22
signaling, PD-1, PD-L1 cancer immunotherapy pathway, and B
cell development (Fig. S12a and b†). The results revealed that in
comparison with DMSN, TiDMSN enriched with more TAs and
pTAs can regulate the pathways associated with the immune
system and immune responses. Moreover, IPA analysis of
proteins enriched by TiDMSN and DMSN also indicated that the
top related disease was cancer (Fig. S12c and d†), probably
because the antigens are enriched by the nanoparticles aer
inducing ICD in cancer cells. These results based on IPA anal-
ysis further indicate that TiDMSN are more efficient than DMSN
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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in recruiting TAs, especially p-TAs, that are highly related to
cancer for activating the immune system.

The ICD induction process follows complicated intracellular
events which results in the synthesis of different danger signals
and tumor antigens. In addition, the cellular stress process
leads to the synthesis of proteins with structural alterations by
PTM which helps in improving immunogenicity.19,43 To high-
light the importance of inducing ICD for the release of TAs, we
performed the nanoparticle enrichment analysis on tumor
lysates prepared by the freeze–thaw method (Fig. S13†) and
compared the results to those obtained from the Dox treatment
protocol (Fig. 2g and h). The TA number identied from freeze–
thaw versus Dox treatment protocols was 22 vs. 21 in the
untreated group, 30 vs. 36 in the DMSN group, and 41 vs. 96 in
the TiDMSN group. The p-TA number in two protocols was 6 vs.
4, 3 vs. 13 and 14 vs. 49 in untreated, DMSN and TiDMSN
groups, respectively. These results indicate the advantage of
ICD induction for releasing more TAs, especially p-TAs, for
subsequent enrichment by nanoparticles,44 however, only in the
presence of the TiDMSN group that can efficiently enrich the p-
TAs released upon the induction of ICD.

To determine a safe nanoparticle concentration for the rest
of the experiments, the cell viability of nanoparticles towards
kidney cells (HEK cells) and immunocytes (RAW 264.7 cells) at
different nanoparticle concentrations was analyzed. As shown
in Fig. 3a and S14,† the cell viability percentage was above 60%
Fig. 3 Cytotoxicity profile of nanoparticles, in vitro immune cell matura
HEK cell viability after 24 h treatment of TiDMSN and DMSN at various con
class II expression on splenocytes treated with PBS or different antigen en
F4/80 antibody and the dendritic cells were marked by the CD 11C antibo
antigen enriched nanoparticle formulations (c and d). CLSM images for a
(e). The “proteins” group refers to the tumor lysates without enrichment. D
experiments (n ¼ 3) with significance levels *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
for both TiDMSN and DMSN at a maximum concentration of 50
mg ml�1, hence 25 mg ml�1 was chosen in the following exper-
iments. To study the ex vivo immune-stimulatory performance
of nanoparticles before and aer antigen enrichment, spleno-
cytes were incubated with nanoparticles for 20 h to determine
the expression level of CD 86, MHC class I and MHC class II in
both dendritic cells and macrophages45 (marked by anti-CD11C
and anti-F4/80, respectively). As shown in Fig. S15,† when
splenocytes were treated with nanoparticles prior to antigen
enrichment, no signicant difference in the expression of CD86,
MHC class I and MHC class II was observed, indicating that
bare TiDMSN and DMSN are biocompatible and can hardly
induce antigen presenting cell (APC) maturation. However,
TiDMSN-A induced the highest expression of CD86 in both
dendritic cells and macrophages. The maturation of APCs
induced by nanoparticles carrying immunogenic antigens
further caused the expression of co-stimulatory proteins such as
CD86 for the subsequent activation of T cells,46,47 also benecial
for the activation of antigen specic immune responses.

In addition to the maturation efficacy of antigen enriched
nanoparticles, the antigen presentation efficiency was also
tested. Antigen presentation through classic MHC class I and II
is crucial for the subsequent T cell repertoire activation.48,49

Moreover, it is well known that the antigen cross presentation
through MHC class I is essential for the successful activation of
cytotoxic CD8 T cells, which drives the effective antitumor
tion and cytokine release efficiency of antigen enriched nanoparticles.
centrations (a). Flow cytometry analysis of CD 86, MHC class I andMHC
riched nanoparticle formulations (b). Macrophages weremarked by the
dy. Cytokine secretion levels after treating macrophages with different
nalyzing the endosomal escape of the antigen enriched nanoparticles
ata represent mean� standard deviation (s.d.) from three independent

< 0.01, and ****P < 0.01.

Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 10421–10430 | 10425
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immune response,48 while the antigen presentation through
MHC class II corresponds to the activation of CD4 helper T
cells.48 It can be seen from Fig. 3b that macrophages and
dendritic cells showed enhanced expression of both MHC class
I and II in the TiDMSN-A treated group, indicating that the
immunogenic antigens processed in the APC are successfully
presented on MHC class I and II receptors47 which resulted in
increased expression of the respective receptors on the APC
surface. Next, macrophages were treated with different antigen
enriched nanoparticles to determine the level of cytokine
release. As shown in Fig. 3c and d, the secretion levels of pro-
inammatory cytokines IL-1b and IL-6 were also signicantly
higher for the group treated with TiDMSN-A due to the effective
enrichment of immunogenic tumor antigens. Overall, these
results conrm the signicant improvement in antigen delivery
and activation of the immune system using the PTM-targeting
antigen enriched TiDMSN.

It is well known that the presentation of the internalized
antigens on MHC class I molecules follows a cytosolic pathway,
which requires the release of antigens from the endosomes.
Hence, the endosomal escape efficacy of antigen enriched
TiDMSN and DMSN was tested. It can be seen from Fig. 3e and
S16† that DMSN-A labeled with FITC co-localizes with the
Lysotracker Red labelled endosomes in the merged gure,
which illustrates the inability of those nanoparticles to perform
a successful endosomal escape.50 However, distinct bright green
uorescence can be seen for TiDMSN-A in the merged gure,
indicating successful endosomal escape. Fig. S17† further
demonstrates that the PDA–DMSN-A can undergo partial
endosome escape due to the presence of amine groups in
PDA.51,52 This might be the reason for the endosomal escape of
TiDMSN, which is important for the cross presentation of
antigens from TiDMSN-A for enhanced expression of MHC class
I as shown in Fig. 3b.

In order to conrm that the antigen enriched by the nano-
particles can be cross presented on MHC class I for successful T
cell activation, we further tested the binding efficiency of the
antigens enriched by TiDMSN towards the MHC class I recep-
tors using the immunoaffinity separation method. From the list
of tumor antigens enriched by TiDMSN given in Table S2,† DNA
repair and recombination protein RAD54B was found bound to
the MHC class I receptors isolated from the RAW macrophages
treated with TiDMSN-A. This is a protein produced during the
process of DNA damage,53 possibly due to the induction of ICD
by Dox in this study. In addition, RAD54B stands for a somatic
mutation which is overexpressed in different cancer types
including breast cancer.54,55 In previous reports, the analysis of
TA presentation enriched by nanoparticles for the activation of
the immune system is rarely reported.9–11 Our nding based on
the immunoaffinity separation test supports our hypothesis
that tumor antigens enriched by the nanoparticles can be
successfully cross presented in the immune cells, which is
crucial for the activation of CTLs to induce the antigen specic
anti-tumor immunity.

To test whether the PTM-assisted antigen enrichment can
improve immunotherapy in vivo, a bilateral 4T1 breast cancer
mouse model was designed. Mice were randomly divided into 4
10426 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 10421–10430
groups (saline, Dox, DMSN + Dox and TiDMSN + Dox) with 5
mice in each group. For DMSN + Dox and TiDMSN + Dox
groups, Dox was mixed with nanoparticles to induce ICD. Mice
were injected with four formulations to the right ank (primary
tumor) on day 0 and subsequently subjected to PD-L1 treatment
the next day, repeating three times as illustrated in Fig. 4a. The
secondary tumor was le untreated. The immunotherapeutic
efficacy and the stimulation of the abscopal effect was assessed
by measuring the size of the primary and the secondary tumors
at a regular interval of every 2 days. The mice in all the groups
were sacriced on day 12 as the tumor sizes of the mice in the
saline group exceeded 1000 mm3. As shown in Fig. 4b and c,
mice treated with TiDMSN + Dox exhibited enhanced tumor
regression in both primary and secondary tumors compared to
the mice treated with Dox or DMSN + Dox. In addition, the IFN-
g secretion (Fig. 4d) in the blood of the animal group treated
with TiDMSN was also signicantly higher compared to the
control. It is concluded that TiDMSN can signicantly improve
the therapeutic efficacy and abscopal effect.

In order to evaluate the antigen cross presentation and the
subsequent T cell activation efficiency for an effective anti-
tumor immune response, the CTL inltration at the distant
tumor site was evaluated. Fig. 4e and f show the CD8+ and CD4+

T cell inltration at the distant tumor site induced by different
nanoparticle formulations. Stronger CD8+ and CD4+ inltration
was observed for the animal groups treated with TiDMSN + Dox
compared to Dox and DMSN + Dox treated groups. The signif-
icant improvement in the inltration of CTLs in the distant
tumor site of the animals treated with TiDMSN exemplies the
enhanced antigen cross presentation of the tumor antigens on
the MHC class I molecules for the activation of CTLs to induce
a strong immune response.56 In addition, the CD4 T cell's help
is essential for the priming of the CD8 T cell.57,58 Hence, the
enhanced expansion of CD4+ T cells in the group treated with
TiDMSN together with the antigen specic CD8 T cells
improved the effectiveness of the immunotherapy in combina-
tion with chemotherapy. Expression of CD8, CD4 and TNF-a in
the secondary tumor site was further characterized with
immunohistochemistry. As shown in Fig. S18,† enhanced
expression of CD8, CD4 and TNF-a was observed for the
TiDMSN + Dox group compared to Dox and DMSN + Dox groups.
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 4g and h, the groups treated with
TiDMSN + Dox showed higher levels of CD 86 expression on
dendritic cells and macrophages from the spleens collected at
the end of the treatment. In addition, the secondary tumor
samples were collected at the end of the treatment process (12
days) and the cell apoptosis of tumor tissues was analyzed using
the TUNEL immunohistochemical staining method. As shown
in Fig. 4i, brighter green uorescence indicating enhanced cell
apoptosis can be observed for the group treated with TiDMSN +
Dox compared to Dox and DMSN + Dox treated groups, further
conrming the therapeutic efficacy and abscopal effect of the
PTM-assisted antigen enriched nanoparticles.

To study the ICD induction in vivo and the contribution of
nanoparticles towards ICD, the CRT exposure in vivo in different
treatment groups at the Dox dosage of 2.5 mg kg�1 was
measured. This dosage was the same as that used in the above
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 4 Summary of the results obtained from the in vivo experiments. (a) In vivo experimental design and (b and c) tumor-growth curves of mice
treated with different nanoparticle formulations. Primary tumors (b) were treated with different formulations while the distant tumors (c) received
no treatment. The IFN-g level in the serum collected frommice after treatment (d). Infiltration of CD8+CD3+ T cells (e) and CD4+CD3+ T cells (f)
in the distant tumor site. Maturation level (CD86+) of dendritic cells marked by the CD11C antibody (g) and macrophages marked by the F4/80
antibody (h) (n ¼ 5, mean� SD with significance levels *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.01, and ****P < 0.01). TUNEL staining of the distant tumors
obtained from mice treated with different nanoparticle formulations (i); scale bar: 50 mm; the saline group received no treatment.
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animal experiments, but lower than the dosage used in the
literature for inducing potent tumor inhibition.8,59 As shown in
Fig. S19,† a signicant difference in CRT exposure between all
the treatment groups and the untreated saline group was
observed, indicating successful ICD induction by Dox. However,
no signicant difference was observed between Dox and Dox +
nanoparticle treated groups, suggesting that the nanoparticles
used in this study contributed little to ICD induction. This
observation also indicates that the enhanced therapeutic effi-
cacy of TiDMSN should be attributed to the efficient delivery of
more immunogenic TAs to the immune cells for enhanced
maturation and activation of the immune system compared to
control groups.

The distribution and migration of nanoparticles during the
in vivo conditions were further characterized. We rst tested the
time dependent imaging of intratumorally injected uorescent
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
labelled nanoparticles mixed with Dox. IR-780 was chosen as
the uorescent dye with excitation and emission wavelengths at
710 and 800 nm, respectively, which are different from those of
Dox (Fig. S20†). As shown in Fig. S21a,† the nanoparticle
accumulation inside the tumor was observed for more than 5
days, which is expected to provide a sufficiently long-time
window to enrich the released antigens post ICD induction.
The percentage of nanoparticles taken up by tumor inltrating
immune cells was also analyzed by ow cytometry (Fig. S21b†).
Dendritic cells and macrophages in the tumor site were marked
by CD11C and F4/80 markers. The uptake percentages of uo-
rescent labelled TiDMSN by dendritic cells and macrophages
were signicantly higher than those of DMSN. The percentage
of TiDMSN in dendritic cells was higher than that in macro-
phages, possibly because dendritic cells are responsible for
taking immunogenic tumor antigens enriched by TiDMSN
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 10421–10430 | 10427
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whereas macrophages tend to take up nanoparticles by phago-
cytosis.60 Flow cytometry analysis of dendritic cells (marked by
CD11C) isolated from lymph nodes (Fig. S21c†) post injection
further indicates that TiDMSN were more effectively taken up by
dendritic cells compared to DMSN, suggesting that dendritic
cell mediated antigen presentation is prompted by TiDMSN for
immune activation. Accumulation sites of uorescent labelled
nanoparticles in the tumor were also characterized by slicing
the tumor (Fig. S22†). CLSM analysis showed that the nano-
particles were accumulated mainly in the exterior regions
compared to core regions with limited perfusion, favorable for
antigen delivery to immune cells also located in tumor
margins.61,62

Finally, the biosafety of different nanoparticle formulations
was analyzed. Heart, liver, kidney, lung, spleen, primary and
secondary tumors were collected at the end of treatment for H &
E staining (Fig. S23†). No signicant damage in major organs
was observed compared to the group that received no treatment.
However, signicant damage was observed in primary and
secondary tumors treated with TiDMSN + Dox compared to Dox
and DMSN + Dox treated groups. In addition, metastasis of
cancer cells into the lung tissue also has been signicantly
reduced in the group treated with TiDMSN + Dox. No signicant
change in the body weight of mice was observed over the
treatment period (Fig. S24†).

Bio-distribution of nanoparticles in the major organs and
tumor tissues collected aer 4 days of intratumor injection of
nanoparticles was analyzed by measuring the silica content
using ICP-OES. As shown in Fig. S25,† TiDMSN were mostly
accumulated in the primary tumor site compared to other major
organs and no signicant migration of nanoparticles was
observed to the distant tumor site. These results indicate the
minimal side effects caused by the nanoparticles used in the
treatment groups; and that the regression of the distant tumor
was prompted by the abscopal effect induced by the immune
response rather than nanoparticle migration.
Conclusions

In summary, we have designed a PTM-assisted cancer
immunotherapy strategy to realize effective anti-tumor
immunity for breast cancer treatment. Efficient inhibition of
both primary and distant tumors has been demonstrated
using our design with high p-TA enrichment efficiency.
Further investigation on the establishment of a reliable
protocol is required for assessing the in vivo phosphoprotein
enrichment capability of nanoparticles. It is expected that the
PTM assisted enriching strategy has the potential to facilitate
personalized cancer immunotherapy in other cancer types.63

For example, colon cancer is reported to have aberrantly gly-
cosylated cancer associated antigens,64 which can be enriched
through the glycoprotein enriching strategies reported
previously.65 Therefore, nanoparticles with specic enriching
capability towards a PTM type can be designed for targeting
tumor antigens in various cancer types according to their PTM
signatures.
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